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MONEY WISElY SlPENT
. ·Here's a Proposition for you---one that means
money to both of us. We're willing to put our
time against yours to explain and show.
Kuppenheimer's Clothing For Men

are better values and have more style, are better tailored and made of better woolens than any
other in the city can or does sell.
We are willing to put our time against yours
to show you. We'll do more. If for any reason
the garment you buy does not come up to what
we've led you to expect, we will replace the
garment or refund the money.
When You Want The Best

we've got it, such as Stetson Hats, Nettleton
Shoes, Regal Shoes, Manhattan Shirts, Scriven's
Underwear, Duofold Underwear, Holeproof Socks
and Likley's Suitcases and Handbags.
We carry Everything Up-to-date and there is Nothing
Better Made than what We can Show You.

B. NEY & SONS, Ltd.,

Opposite P. O.

Harrisonburg, Va..

P. S. - We extend a special invitation to the Ladies to visit
our Ladies' Ready-Made Department. We can furnish everything
ready-made from the smaJlest child to the largest person. We
have opened up a Mail Order Department.
Write u~ for samples
when desired.
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Solus.
0 I long to steal away
To the side of some lone brook;
Quiet in a shady nook,
There to sit for one long day.
Every haunting care to chase
From my tranquil resting placeJust to dream beneath the trees
Or to hear the humming bees.
ELIZABETH OF BRIDGEWATER.

Prolonged Period of Human Infancy.
E. E.

T

NEFF,

B. E. '11.

HAT the period of infancy of man is much longer than
that of any other created being is well known, but the
reason seems to be little understood. By many it is given no
thought, but for those interested in its investigation we hope
the following study will prove illuminating.
It seems strange at first thought that man, the most important factor contributing to the progress and civilization of
the world, should be with-held from independent work for
about one-third of his life. This, however, is only seemingly
so, and all this apparent waste of time is no longer regarded,
thus when its significance is once clearly seen. We purpose,
in this brief article, to point out a few reasons why the period
of human infancy is prolonged and also to indicate its significance.
In' order to do this we deem it necessary to begin with the
lowest forms of animal life known to the scientist.
The animal kingdom is divided into two grand divisions:
first, the protozoans, which are generally microscopic; they
consist of a single cell of one or more nuclei, and not regularly arranged nor in any·definite relation to functional tissues.
The simplest protozoan is contractible, metabolic, automatic,
absorbs and digests and reproduces by partition or self-division. The other division is the metazoan, consisting always
of more than one cell and with a definite relation to functional
tissue. They also- reproduce by parturition.
As has been stated, the protozoans come into existence
by a division of the parent cell and consequently continue
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practically unchanged during their entire existence. They are
independent from birth, and can care for themselves as well
immediately after birth as at any later stage. All their actions
are automatic and there is no post-natal development, for all
their powers are fully developed before birth. They are the
only animals with unchanging form and capacity. Their actions are few and simple- directed entirely toward getting
food. Since all these tendencies are ingrained into their nervous system in the pre-natal state, there is no necessity for
adaptation to environment and, consequently, there is no
period of infancy.
To the metazoans belong all species of animals higher
than the protozoans. There are two distinct differences between the highest protozoans and the lowest metazoans,
namely: the birth of the former is by partition and that of
the latter is by .parturition; the former are not capable of
adaptation to new conditions while the latter are. This is necessary in order to maintain their existence. This is true in
all the species of the latter class; and the higher and more complex the organism, the more capacity there is for development
and adaptation to new and unusual conditions, till we find in
man, the highest of this class, the possibility of adapting self
to the most complex conditions. In order to be prepared to do
this a period of infancy is necessary, because this cannot be
accomplished through instinctive power.
By infancy we mean not simply that period of physical
dependence, but that period in the life of the individual during which the dormant powers, both physical and psychical,
are developed and the individual is learning to adapt himself
to the constantly changing environment in which he finds
himself.
Beginning with some of the lowest species of the meta-

4
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zoans we notice that they are but little higher than protozoans
and capable of but very little physical development. Only a
very little difference in form is perceptible between the infant
and the adult. The fish has almost the same form at birth as
at any later stage of development and can do practically every
thing then that it can do at maturity; and withal it cannot be
taught. Its environment is essentially unchanged and all
its movements are directed by instinct.
The bird is helpless and dependent upon the parent for
a short time, yet it is mature in a few weeks. It seeks by instinct the climate suited to it and does not usually acclimatize
itself. A chicken is able to walk at birth and is physically
matured in less than a year; yet it is claimed by some to have
considerable capacity for learning.
As we go from the lower to the higher classes of vertebrates we note the period of infancy lengthening and the
young more dependent. This is especially prominent in the
anthopoid apes. The orang-outang is only beginning to walk
at the age of a month, and this he does at first by holding to
objects as a human infant does.
The period of infancy of the savage is considerably longer than that of even the highest of the lower mamalion and in
civilized society much longer than in the savage. Thus we see
the more complex the organism, the greater the development;
the more complex the environment the greater is the need of
adaptation and the more difficult becomes life to those incapable of it.
We observe that man has after centuries of experience
the ability to adapt himself to all climatic conditions, topractically all circumstances and conditions of life, and to all
types of social life from the simplest to the most complex.
As we trace briefly the life of man there is, first, a period
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of helplessness for months; second a period of dependence
covering several years, and finally immaturity for at least a
score of years. Owing to the great plasticity of man, he is
capable of learning until the period of decadence begins.
As we observed that in animal life the longer the period
of dependence and helplessness, the greater is the capacity for
development; so in the human race, where the greatest
achievements are possible, we naturally conclude-and
experience, observation and experiments substantiate it-that
man is the most helpless of beings for the longest period of
time and that his capacity for development is, by far, the
greatest. This is true with respect not only to individual forms
of life, but also to the race in general; the older the race and
the higher the civilization, the longer is the period of infancy.
This is about ten years longer now than a century ago.
Does this, then, lessen man's usefulness? By no means;
for during this period of growth he is fitting himself for a
higher order of activity. During this period, too, the individual lives through the experience of the race. He begins
life just where his earliest ancestor began and is enabled,
only through this lengthened period of infancy, to begin real
life and the experiences of the race where those of his parents
ceased. Were it not for this prolonged infancy, for the
preservation of past history and the conservation of present
racial experiences and achievements, he could not rise higher in civilization in one generation than did primitive man.
We may believe there is a certain degree of morality existing in the lower animals; we see affections shown by many
of them to each other and such animals~ as the horse, dog,
cat, and others even show great esteem for man. We observe
in the human race a closer bond which we attribute to no
other cause than that of the prolonged period of infancy.

6
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This long period of helplessness and dependence keeps
the parents together because of the object of their common
affection.
Thus the family which is the basis of all social, moral and
religious institutions has been established. The significance
of the infancy does not stop with the individual, but reaches
the family, the community, the state, thus charging with
tremendous responsibility the care of childhood during this
most p:J.stic stage of its development. The social efficiency of
the individual, the family, the nation is judged largely by its
ability to adapt itself to new situations in new ways.
The child, then, being potentially the most important fac,
tor of civilization, has become the object of tenderest care,
and, notwithstanding all this, about one-third of the human
race dies under the age of five years.
These questions are sometimes asked: Is all this preparation for full living worth while? Are certain characteristics
of individuals natural or acquired? We are inclined to the
opinion that no characteristic of man is acquired, 'except as
we define the term "acquire" to mean "develop." What a
child or man is at any time, he always was potentially. All
the power a man has at his best moments he has always had,
but just as a grain of corn or wheat has the power to produce
other grains only when certain conditions exist, so it is with
man's dormant powers; unless they are given every opportunity to develop, they will be as an uncultivated field of corn;
they will not unfold to the fullest possibilities.
So, then, in order that man may finally reach the goal intended for him, it is necessary that from birth the best care
be taken of him, both physically .and mentally; and in order
that this might
accomplished, owing to man's great plasticity, the period of development must necessarily be long.

be
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To strive intelligently to attain to the highest, he must be familiar not only with the present status of society but also with
the gradual evolution of the race from its birth, and, thus
guided, strive to add to its achievements.

The Daisy.
(Translated from the French. )
D.

I

H. HOOVER

B. A. '13.

N the country, near a highway, was situated a pretty
little house. In the front, there is a little garden with its
flowers and a green fence. Not far away on the bank of the
ditch, in the midst of thick grass, grew a little daisy. Thanks
to the sun which warmed it with its rays, as well as the
large and rich flowers of the garden. The daisy continued
to flourish. One beautiful morning, being entirely unfolded
with its little white and bright leaves, it resembled the sun
in miniature surrounded with its rays. Whether it was perceived in the grass or whether it was regarded as a poor insignificant flower, it concerned itself little about it. It was
contented, drank in with delight the warmth of the sun, and
listened to the song of the lark which soared in the air.
Thus the little daisy was happy as on a holiday. While
the children sitting on the benches at school were learning
their lessons, it, sitting on its green stem, was learning in
the beauty of nature the goodness of God, and it seemed
that all that it felt in silence, the little lark expressed in its
joyous songs. · Also it noticed with a sort of respect that the
happy bird sang and flew, but it experienced no regret at
being unable to do as much.
"I see and I understand," it thought. "The sun warms
me and the wind embraces me, it would be wrong for me to
lament. ''
Within the fence there grew a cluster of haughty flowers;
the less perfume they had the more erect they stood. The
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peonies puffed themselves up in order to appear larger than
the roses; but it is not the size that makes the rose. The
tulips shone in the beauty of their colors and displayed themselves with pretension; they did not condescend to cast a look
on the little daisy, while the poor little thing admired them
in saying, "How rich and beautiful they are! Without doubt
that superb bird the lark is going to visit them; thank God,
I will be able to see this beautiful sight." At the same
instant, she directed her flight, not toward the peonies and the
tulips, but toward the sod near the poor daisy, which, frightened with joy, knew not what to think.
The little bird began to hop around it singing, "How
soft is the grass! Oh! the charming little flower with heart
of gold and robe of silver!"
One could not form an idea of the happiness of the little
flower. The bird kissed it with her beak, sang again before
it, then ascended again into the air. For more than a quarter
of an hour the daisy could not recover from its emotion.
Half ashamed, but greatly delighted, it looked at the other
flowers in the garden. Witnesses of the honor which had
been given it, they understood without doubt its joy; but the
tulips held themselves more erect than before; their red and
painted faces expressed their contempt. The peonies held
their heads quite inflated. What luck for the poor daisy that
they could not speak! They could have said some very disagreeable things to it; the little flower perceived it and was
grieved at their bad humor.
Some moments afterward a young girl armed with a
large, sharp and bright knife entered the garden, approached the tulips and cut them one after the other. "What misfortune!" sighed the little daisy; "that is frightful; it is all
over with them!"

10
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And while the girl was carrying away the tulips, the
daisy was rejoicing that it was only a little flower in the
. grass. Appreciating the goodness of God, and full of gratitude, it reclosed its leaves at the decline of day, went to
sleep and dreamed aII night of the sun and of the little bird.
The next morning when the daisy had opened its leaves
to the air and light, it recognized the voice of the lark, but
her song was -rery sad. The poor bird had good reasons for
lamenting; she had been caught and imprisoned in a cage suspended in an open window. She was singing of the bliss of
liberty, of the beauty of the green fields and her former
flights through the air.
The little daisy wished much to come to its aid; but how?
It was a difficult thing. The compassion which it felt for the
poor captive bird made it forget the beauties which surrounded it, the pleasant warmth of the sun and the splendid whiteness of its own leaves.
Soon two little boys entered the garden; the larger carried in his hand a long and bright knife like that of the
young girl who had cut the tulips. They approached the
daisy, which could not understand what they wished.
''Here we can get a beautiful piece of sod for the lark,''
said one of the boys, and they began to cut a big square of
sod around the little flower.
"Pull up the flower," said the other. At these words
the daisy trembled with fear. To be pulled up was to destroy life, but never had it so much blessed its existence as
at this moment when it was hoping to enter with the sod into
the cage of the imprisoned lark.
"No leave it there," said the larger boy; "it is very well
placed." But the daisy was placed with the sod into the
cage of the Jark.
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The poor bird lamenting bitterly her captivity beat with
its wings the wire of its cage. The poor little daisy could
not, in spite of its great desire, make her hear one word of conconsolation. Thus the morning passed.
"There is no more water here," cried the prisoner.
''Everyone has gone without leaving me a taste of water.
My throat is dry and parched, I have a terrible fever, I suffocate. Alas! it is necessary then that I die far from the
bright sun, far from the fresh verdure and all the magnificence of creation!"
Then she sunk her beak into the thick turf and the roots
of the daisy in order to refresh herself a little.
Her eye fell on the little daisy; gave it a friendly nod of
the head, and said embracing it; "Alas, poor little flower,
you will perish also; in exchange for the world that I had
at my disposal, they have given me a few stalks of grass
and only you for company. Each stalk must be for me a
tree; each of the white leaves, a sweet flower. Ah! you remind me of all that I have lost!"
"If I could only console her!" thought the daisy; unable
to make the least movement. Then the perfume which it
emitted became more fragrant that usual. The bird perceived it, and although she was languishing from a consuming thirst which caused her to pull out each stalk of grass
one after the other, she was very careful not to touch the
flower. Evening approached; no one was there yet to bring a
drop of water to the unhappy lark. Then she stretched her
beautiful wings shaking them convulsively, and softly sang
a little melancholy song. Her little head inclined toward the
flower, and her heart broken with desire and grief ceased to
beat. In view of this sad spectacle the little daisy could not,
like the evening before, close its leaves to sleep; sick from
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sadness it inclined itself towards the earth.
The little boys did not return until the next day. At the
view of the dead lark, they shed tears and dug a grave for
the bird. The body, inclosed in a pretty, red box, was buried
royally, and on the closed tomb, they scattered rose leaves.
Poor bird! while she lived and sang, they had forgotten
her in the cage and had left her to die in misery; since her
death they wept and lavished her with honors.
The sod and the daisy were thrown into the dust in the
road; no one thought of that one which had so tenderly loved
the little bird.

In March.
The skies are now so bright and fair,
The winter frosts are not so keen;
The morning breathes the balmy air
And winter snow no longer seen.
All nature wears a smiling face
And makes our hearts in hope rejoice,
True beauty rules in every placeWe hail the season's blithesome voice.
The tuneful birds so sweetly sing
Their praise to God, who rules above;
They make the air with music ring,
They know no song but peace and love.
We love the grass, the birds, the flower;
We love the sun's resplendent ray;
We love the cool refreshing shower
That greets us on a bright spring day.
Then let us smile while now we may,
And praise our God, who rules on high;
Let not our hearts to gloom give way,
When God in nature is so nigh.
MINOR

C.

MILLER.

Shall We Have the Initiative and Referendum?
PAULE. HOOVER B. A. '13.
[Speech in Inter-Society Debate]

T

HE popular Initiative is the right of a certain per cent.
of the voters to propose a law, ordinance or constitutional
amendment for action by the legislature or decision at the
polls or both. A minimum of five per cent. is usually required.
Referendum means the referring of a law or ordinance
or any specific question to the people for decision at the polls.
Five per cent. is the usual minimum for call of Referendum.
This argument maintains the principle in general for the
state governments.
To those who have not investigated it, Initiative and
Referendum may seem new and foreign; but consider a few
facts. This system is now in full operation in nine of our
states; Maine, Missouri, Montana, Colorado, Arkansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and is in partial operation in Nevada
Texas, Utah and Oregon. Moreover it is pledged by all
the parties in Kansas, Nebraska, California, North Dakota,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio and Massachusetts and
by one of the leading parties in eight other states, making a
total of twenty-eight or over half of the states of the Union,
where the Initiative and Referendum is a vital issue. In addition to the states named the principle of the Initiative or
of the Referendum is operative in different American cities
aggregating a total population of over fifteen millions.
As to its age we can even trace the principle back to the
ancient Israelites, but to bring it up to more modern times, it
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bas been applied in at least one country for many years.
Switzerland is the home of the modern Initiative and Referendum. Many Swiss and foreign critics agree that there it
is a success, but the conditions under which their system operates are so radically different from those in America that
an analogy between Switzerland and the U. S. would be incomplete and in fairness to the opposition we waive this
consideration as immaterial.
Where the system is in force in the United States the
method of procedure is as follows;- Whenever the people
of a state desire a law like statewide prohibition, and the
legislature refuses to pass it as it has in our own state, a
petition is circulated and signed by a certain per cent. of the
voters participating in the last state election. This per cent.
is to be determined of course by each individual state, but in
no case shall it be less than five. The bill must be acted
upon by the legislature or if the people so desire it must be
brought before them at the next election and decided by the
voters at large. On the other hand if the legislature passes
an unjust law a similar petition will not only prevent it from
going into execution, but will bring it before the people for
ratification or rejection at the polls. Thus we see that the
Initiative corrects errors of legislative omission; the Referendum, those of legislative commission.
That the system is practicable in America is evident from
the number of states already using it successfully. It is
thoroughly in accord with American institutions for it has
always been used on important questions like statewide prohibition, constitutional amendments and location of public
buildings. The widespread demand for it has already been
indicated. Hence it is necessary to establish but two facts
to justify its further introduction into our state governments.

16
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First that our state governments in their present form do
not realize the full possibilities of our Republicanism, and
second that the solution of this defect lies in the Initiative
and Referendum.
However good a government we might have if we could
improve it we would be justified in doing so. But no one
thoroughly acquainted with present conditions can say that
our government is as good as possible. Representative government, for many reasons is the best system for large
countries, but in its present form it has two great defects;
first the people have little control over the choice of candidates under the convention system, and second they have
less control over the results of legislation after the candidates are in office. How often have conventions put up such
corrupt men that voting proved merely the choice between
two evils; and how often have candidates, pledged to prompt
reform, forgotten their promises as soon as they were sure
of their seats? Private interests behind a machine or boss
can and do get such complete control of conventions and
legislatures, that instead of the ideal government of the people,
for the people and by the people, in only too many cases we
are getting government of the people for a corporation and
by a political boss.
Who has not read the shameful story of graft and boodle
in Philadelphia and Pittsburg, bribery and corruption in Albany and Chicago, and of wholesale civic rottenness in San
Francisco and New York? Examples could be multiplied indefinitely, but what's the need? The important question is,
what can we do about it? Where bossism has seized the.reins
nothing short of an explosion can shake it off. It is the
nature of the American people to endure the existing order
as long as possible, but an eruption is sure to come for as
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Prof. Parsons has said, ''Anglo-Saxon manhood confined beneath the pressure of accumulating injustice is the most dangerous explosive known to history." Colorado has gone
through the whole process and is a typical example. Years
ago the Guggenheim interests, known as the Smelter Trust,
became by gradual combination with others so vast as to control the entire financial situation of the state. By the free
use of money at elections they gained control not only of the
city and state governments, but also of the courts. The people were systematically robbed. Whenever a business man
attempted to break away he was quickly crushed. If a lawyer attempted reform, his practice was gone. The Labor
Unions recently demanded an eight hour law which the interests naturally refused to grant. When a strike was instituted it was put down by military power without a vestige of
justice or legality and graft reigned supreme. But not long.
The inevitable eruption came. The people rose in their might
and elected a legislature pledged to reform. But here appears
the great defect of our system. This body like its predecessors shamefully betrayed their trust and adjourned without
action. But sheer force of public opinion compelled the Governor to call a special session which did not dare to disregard
longer the people's demands. The significant fact here is
that the reforms demanded consisted of the Initiative and
Referendum. The people of Colorado recognized that only
through these measures could they hold the advantage they
had gained, and at the election last November they adopted
them by an overwhelming majority.
The moral of the Colorado story is that the Initiative and
Referendum is the only method of completely and finally
eradicating bossism. Other methods have been tried. Most
states have corrupt practice acts and thirty-two have direct
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primaries. But these measures tend to correct only -one of
the fundamental defects of our present system, namely: the
lack of control over nominations. They are only half the reform and in themselves are like a bridge at Buena Vista which
stops in the middle of the river. What there is is good but it
does not go far enough. To complete the span of reform the
Initiative and Referendum is absolutely necessary. By this
method, and by it alone, the greatest defect of our state government, the lack of control over the results of legislation
can be remedied. We Americans are loathe to admit it, but
no candid observer can escape the conclusion that this defect
exists. Therefore it is the duty of every American citizen
to apply the remedy, which, we maintain is the Initiative
and Referendum; because it is practicable by actual test in
nine states and a great number of cities; because it is demanded by seventeen other states; because it has long been applied to a few important measures and is therefore thoroughly
American; and because it will establish in a fuller measure,
government of, for and by the people thus realizing the larger
possibilities of our Republicanism.
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THE

EDITOR'S

SANCTUM

AS we write, our community is overshadowed by the

gloom of examination time, and pervaded by the unresting atmosphere of agonizing doubt. This is the time at whose
approach, half-timid hearts begin to throb in accelerated succession, the proverbial midnight oil is copiously burned, and the
semi-sleepless nights are haunted by fearful omens, from
whose maledictions the only apparent salvation lies in the
virtue of "cramming." The "crammer" subsists on one or
two meals each day; he goes to the examination room drowsy,
excited, with nerves already shattered and a "head-full" of
details jumbled together in aimless confusion. But why all
this worry and abnormal study? Inquire into that student's
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record during the past term. How many extended visits has
he made? How many days has he lost from the recitation?
How often has he loafed and squandered
his study hours, and has been content
Tekel
with a superficial glance at his books
without a slight compunction of conscience? Well may he feel fear at the
approach of examination time in the sad consciousness that
''as a man soweth, so shall he reap.'' ·How long-if perchance
he pass-will he remember the mass that he "crammed."
What is the physical effect if he neglects two meals and then
~ttempts to eat at supper an amount of food, sufficient for
the entire day? Foolish! you say, and rightly. What then
may we conclude will be the intellectual strength that comes
from the monstrous gulping of a subject, after almost a term
of half-hearted work?
Just as robust physical life must be sustained by regular nourishment, so must the best intellectual development be
stimulated by the months of hard, honest, unceasing and
uninterrupted work. Only in this way will the student receive the intellectual brawn and satisfaction that he who
proceeds on the faith that "all's well that ends well" can
never realize.
The time to begin preparation for examination is on the
first day of the term. Then with a comprehensive and systematic review he needs not ordinarily cringe before the bar of
examination.

The year 1911, like perhaps all other years, has its
wealth of anniversaries of events significant to the literary
world. It marks the tercentenary of the first edition of the
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authorized version of the Bible known as the King James
version.
On the first day of November of the same year, ''By
Royal consent and command,'' Shakespeare's ''Tempest'' was
presented at old Whitehall Palace, just two weeks after the
initial production of the ''Cataline,'' by ''rare Ben Johnson.''
One century later brought Pope's "Essay on Criticism."
''The Tatler" of Addison had passed on the second day of
that year; but only to make way for its more influential successor "The Spectator" which made its bow to the coffee
house and tea table public which gossiped under Queen Anne.
The deaths of Despreaux Barleon, the French satirist
"strong in sense and sharp in wit" and of that courageous
Bishop Ken, the author of many morning and evening hymns,
are even ts of a Century ago.
On March 25 of this year Thomas Moore married Mistress
Bessie Dyke the Irish actress, and five months later at Chatham Chapel, Percy Bysshe Shelley married his clever coquettish blonde. Several of the anniversaries have already passed
not without due notice: Charles Summer
born January 6th, 1811; on the 24th Henry
1911
Barnard, the author of a number of works
on the subject of Education which are
peculiarly his own: and two days earlier
Edwin H. Davis the archaeologist whose ''Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley'' has been described by La
Rue as being as glorious a monument to American scholarship as Bunker Hill was to American bravery.
Among the other notables are Horace Greely, journalist,
born February 3rd; Henry James, Sr., theologian and author,
June 3rd. Mrs. Sara Portan, "Fanny Fern," authoress, July
9; John Bright, orator and author November 16; Wendell
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Phillips, orator and author November 29; Noah Porter, educator and philosoper, December 15.

COLLEGE

.;1.

CAMPUS .;1. CLASS R 0 OM

Warm.
Spring days.
The time when truants flourish.
Base ball, -tennis, -walking, -rowing in the air.
Mr. N. M. Albright, his sister, Miss Mae, and his niece,
Miss Kennedy, have been absent from school for several
weeks assisting in the evangelistic services at the Dry River
Church, where they are actively engaged in Sunday School
extension work in addition to their regular school work.
Miss Sylvia Burns, B. E., '07 who has been teaching in
the Waynesboro High School paid her College friends a pleasant visit not long ago. Prof. Sanger's appetite was delicate
not long ago.
Prof. M. A. Good and M. M. Myers represented the
Church of the Brethren and the College Sunday School, respectively, at the recent convention of the Anti-Saloon League
held at Newport News. They returned full of inspiration for
the cause of temperance.
Among the recent visitors in the college community were
Miss Mary Driver, of Timberville and Messrs. George Harrison, of Broadway, Emmer H. Cline, of Harrisonburg, D. F. Roller, of Tenth Legion, Austin Garber, 0. L. Hausenfluck and
Ray Wampler, of Timberville.
Mr. W. R. Hooker, B. A. '10, ''Old Hook'' visited his
Alma Mater recently. He is now first assistant in the Strasburg High School, where ''Tony'' is principal.
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Messrs. David and John Shank, of Broadway, visited
their sister, Miss Maude.
Miss Maude Spitler has been called to her home in Page
County on account of sickness in her family. Smucker, however, still remains.
The College parlor was the scene of a pleasant social on
the evening of Valentine day. Perhaps the most interesting
feature of the occasionw as the auction of ladies. Prof. Sanger
acted as auctioneer, and, notwithstanding the financial embarrassment and bankruptcy of Prof. Thomas and John Wine,
every gentleman seemed well pleased by his fair purchase.
Then lemonade, cake and apples were served, when
the crowd adjourned, fed in body, rejuven~ted in mind--and
some perhaps in heart.
A small number of students recently spent a very pleasant Saturday evening at the home of Miss Laura Kiser not
far from town. They report something good to eat, plenty of
fun and all-around good time.
One of the recent and much needed improvements on the
campus was a change affected by the application of the pruning knife.
A RIDDLE: how was it possible for Miss Shank to stretch
her mouth from Stanley to Founder's Halls? She did it.
Miss B. (translating Latin), ''Those who have regarded
Cataline as a harmless bird - ''
WANTED: "Martin's Human Body"-teacher of Physiology. Any one having one please bring to the President's office.
WANTED: ''A Punctuating Machine'' - B. Rhetoric
class.
It is a signfiicant fact that H. N. G. and Miss Agnes
made exactly the same grade in German. New't suggests
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that from hence-forth it will be well for them to study together.
Neff contemplates writing his graduating oration on the
''Reign of Queen Anne.''

ADVERTISING.
DREAMS INTERPRETED.
PROBABILITY GUARANTEED

Room 114. Wardo Hall.
Prof. S.
H. N. GLICK.
· ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

Practices in Court of Cupid-no divorce cases handled.
Office: First floor south-east corner,
Shipman Building,
Bridgewater,
Va.

COLLEGE

FORUM

The annual inter-society debate for the silver trophy
took place in the college auditorum on Tuesday evening Feb.
21st. The proposition was, ''Resolved; that the Legislative
Initiative and Referendum should be adopted by the state
governments." It was affirmed by the Victorian~ociety represented by Messrs. Paul Hoover arid N. M. Albright with E.
A. Helsley, alternate; and negated by Messrs. N. A. Seese and
and Carl W. Myers and Stanley F. Hoover, alternate, from
the Virginia Lee society. There was con~iderable college
spirit manifested and both teams made strong arguments.
The verdict of the judges was unanimous for the affirmative.
The judges were Professors E. W. McMullen and Leadbetter
from Dayton, and Attorney Wampler Earman, from Harrisonburg.
The preliminary contest of the Victorian Literary Society
was held on March 4th. The contestants chosen for the
medal contest were: Misses Emma Glick, Vesta Sanger and
Pearl Showalter and Messrs. N. M. Albright, Roy M.
Hoover and Minor C. Miller. The judges were, Dr. J. S.
Flory, and Professors J. C. Myers and J. M. Coffman.
Prof. W. T. Sanger gave an exceedingly interesting lecture, recently, before the Acme Literary Society, on the
"Emanuel Movement" -a movement in Dr. Worcester's
church, Boston, for the treatment of certain physical and
mental distresses by combining religious faith and medical
practice. He showed the method to be three-fold: embodying
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the Emanuel class, clinic and work. The sufferer receives
religious education and regeneration in the class; in the clinic
medical treatment and in work a helpful outlet for his growing energy. Thus the cure is effected.

Missionary Society
Professor McCann is now giving a series of illustrated
lectures on Palestine-particularly the scenes around Jerusalem.
The College Prohibition Association has also been rendering a series of programs under the auspices of this Society.

Music
The Men's Glee Club, assisted by Miss Myers as accompanist, and Miss Bayly as reader, gave a concert at Tenth
Legion on the evening of Feb. 24th.
The music was much enjoyed by the audience as was evident by the numerous encores that were required and the
readings by Miss Bayly proved extremely popular.
The club has several other dates arranged.
On the night of March 4th the students of the Music and
Elocutionary departments gave a public recital in the College
auditorium.
Considering that practically all the participants were
new performers the program was very creditable. The readings by Misses Grace Miller and Winnie Kagey and the pantomime ''The Ten Virgins'' were especially enjoyed by the
audience.
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is a ''wide awake chap,'' a loyal Alumnus and a staunch supporter of the best interests of B. C. Since his graduation in
'05 he continued, taking his B. A. degree in '08. Since that
time he has spent one year on the farm and two at the University of Virginia and is now candidate for the M. A. degree. This is F. J. Wright.
The Teachers' course in the Music department is represented by Miss Edna Bader, who now lives in the city of Baltimore. Read her letter. Mr. B. C. Poindexter is also a representative of the Music Teachers' course. According to the
catalogue he is located at Glade Hill, Virginia. He seems to
be training the great instruments of music which have been
liberally bestowed by the hand of nature. The program of Miss
Maude Showalter has been a varied one since her graduation.
She was a member of the faculty in Goshen College, Indiana,
one year. A part of the next year she served the Music department in this same capacity at B. C. After spending several years
at her pleasant home two miles east of Bridgewater she decided that she preferred to join the home of another Showalter. And so she did.
One of the representatives of the Short-hand and Typewriting course is 0. W. Thomas now the principal of the Commercial department in his Alma Mater. Mr. W. P. Huffman
finished the Commercial course. His career is mentioned also
in the class of 1907, and H. H. Baker is at his home in Ohio,
as far as we know.
Mr. 0. S. Miller, who appeared in '08 completed the Commercial course in this year. Mr. Jacob E. Sanger cannot be
located at present, so we must content ourselves with a reminiscent retrospect, and wonder. I have not omitted anyone
intentionally yet I would like to do something or leave something undone that would create a greater interest for this de-
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partment. Who has the solution?
BUSINESS MANAGER:

I will send you that money for the Philo, which I neglected doing. I am sorry I kept you waiting so long, but hoping
you will pardon me this time, I will enclose one dollar and
give you the other on the Philo, I remain,
Yours truly,
WILMER F. EAVEY.
Fishersville, Va.
(A hint to the wise is sufficient.)-Ed.

Harrison burg, Va.

Mr. EDITOR:
As I have written no letter for the Philomathean, I feel
that I ought at least to show enough interest to let you know
that I received the invitation to write.
As excuses are never in place, I have none to make other
than this: that I felt I had nothing of interest to write. I am
just ·t eaching school, at home where I have spent three winters since leaving B. C.
I trust that my not having written will not be considered
as a lack of interest in the class of 1905. I hope others will respond readily.
Very respectfully,
ANNIE E. MILLER.

1713 Park Place, Baltimore, Md.
DEAR EDITOR:

In January 1910, the dream of my child-hood was realized
when I entered the Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md.
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The institute is situated at the foot of the Washington
Monument at Mt. Vernon Place in the most beautiful part of
the city.
There are about 1200 pupils enrolled this year.
The course is very long, difficult and expensive; consequently, there are very few graduates, but I hope in the distant future, to be one of the few.
Every Friday afternoon during the term there is a concert given by some leading artist of the day, to which the
students are admitted free of charge. In November we had
the pleasure of hearing the famous pianist, Josef Hofmann.
Among other noted performers we have heard Madame Bloomfield Zeisler, Maud Powell, Janet Spencer, Josef Iherinn, etc.
The Kneisel Quartette gives three or four concerts each year.
Ernest Hutcheson, one of the far famed professors at the
Peabody, is now giving on Tuesday afternoons during Lent a
series of recitals on the literature of the piano from the early
clavichord writers to Liszt. These are largely attended and
highly appreciated by the students.
In addition to its interest as a musical centre the Peabody
has a large library and attractive art gallery.
Last winter I had the pleasure of hearing Mischa Elman,
the great Russian violinist, play with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra at the Lyric.
The monotony of my work has been relieved this winter
by seeing the great actress Sara Bernhardt in The Eaglet.
She is sixty-seven years old and looks and acts the part of a
boy. She impersonated the son of Napoleon Bonaparte. I also
enjoyed hearing the artists Southern and Marlowe interpret
Shakespeare's master-piece, Hamlet.
I hope some day to visit my old Alma Mater; I often recall many pleasant days spent within her walls.
Yours truly,
EDNA BADER.

OUR

EXCHANGES

The cover of this magazine indicates that the staff has
its share of national pride. ''The Modern Trend of Physics'' seems to be a
Rays of Light. misrepresenting title for the subject
matter; perhaps ''The Modern Physicist"
would be more in accord with the treatment. Otherwise the ~rticle is a creditable effort. ''An Eight
O'clock Conflict'' is lacking in a good plot but this is partly
atoned for in the cleverly handled incidents. ''Common
Sense" is perhaps ''the same old thing" but it is presented in a
new and interesting way. The verse in this magazine is of
the ordinary sort.
This is a neat, tastefully-designed magazine. All its departments are well represented. "The
Voice_of the Violin" is marked by excelThe Albright lent phrasing, but the standard of the
modern short story would demand that
Bulletin.
the writer account for the wierd and unearthy music. "Whistler of the Welderstein Circus Co.," is
interesting throughout. "Jim's" encounter with the lion reminds us of the struggles in the ancient amphitheatres.
''Plea for Our Birds,'' is a stirring appeal for these little
feathered creatures, through a consideration of their practical value. ''A Midnight Escapade'' is short but so true to life
that it deserves mention. We wait in fear for the outcome
of the story. Some poetry would add to this magazine.
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for the student. The ~tyle is simple and direct. Some original poetry and short stories would make the magazine one
of more literary value and of less local interest.

We gladly acknowledge the following exchanges for February: The College Student, The Bessie Tift Journal, The
Roanoke Collegian, Juniata Echo, The Interlude, Black and
Gold, The Lesbian Herald, McMaster University Monthly,
Goshen College Record, Mississippi College Magazine, Western
Maryland College Monthly, College Rays, The Buff and Blue,
College Campus, The Daleville Leader and The Lordsburg Educator.

